
Invented more than five decades ago, the modern shipping 
container is the linchpin in our global distribution network 
of products. In the containers go toys from China, textiles 
from India, grain from America and cars from Germany. In go 
electronics, chocolate and cheese.

While a number of resourceful people have converted shipping 
containers to makeshift shelters at the margin of society for 
years, architects and green designers are also increasingly 
turning to the strong, cheap boxes as source building blocks. 
Shipping containers can be readily modified with a range of 
creature comforts, and can be connected and stacked to 
create modular, efficient spaces for a fraction of the cost, 
labor and resources of more conventional materials.

With the green premise growing in popularity across the globe, 
more and more people are turning to cargo container struc-
tures for green alternatives. There are countless numbers of 
empty, unused shipping containers around the world just 
sitting on shipping docks taking up space. The reason for this 
is that it’s too expensive for a country to ship empty contain-
ers back to their origin. In most cases, it’s just cheaper to buy 
new containers from Asia. The result is an extremely high sur-
plus of empty shipping containers that are just waiting to 
become a home, office, apartment, school, dormitory, studio, 
emergency shelter, and everything else
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the house is made up of eight containers of varying sizes bound together by conventional 
building methods. the metal container walls define service spaces while wood and steel 
frame the living spaces, including an artist’s studio, master bedroom, and spacious living 
room with 20-foot ceilings.  a smartly placed below grade container forms a swimming pool. 
doors and windows are cut through the walls, but beyond that no effort is made to con-
ceal the industrial aesthetic of the containers. according to the architects, the modified 
containers are "nearly indestructible," as well as resistant to mold, fire, and termites. 
Seventy percent of the building was efficiently assembled in a shop, saving time, money and 
resources.
it’s hard to contain one’s enthusiasm for demaria design‘s redondo beach house. the home, 
constructed with a combination of prefabricated shipping containers and traditional build-
ings materials, is a stunning beachfront residence. It is the first in a line of homes that 
will be available from demaria design’s “packaged architecture” affiliate, logical homes. 
demaria has said that he considers shipping containers the icons of the global age: 

“stacked containers create a powerful imagery on the landscape.” 
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